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a b s t r a c t

The quest for conquering the ocean and understanding its behaviour has been a challenge with
increasing needs for innovation and technology investments in many areas of strategic value for the
promotion, growth and competitiveness of the marine economy worldwide. Current oceanographic buoy
systems are limited to low power levels and intermittency of data acquisition and transmission, among
other aspects that need to be overcome to comply with new and more demanding applications. The
development of marine activities requires more powerful and reliable data-acquisition systems to
guarantee their future sustainability. This work presents a new systematic methodology for optimum
design of wave energy converters. The methodology was applied to design two self-powered sensor
buoys for long term monitoring based on the oscillating-water-column principle. The optimisation
focussed on buoy hydrodynamic shape, sizing and selection of the turbine and the generator, as well as
the control law of the generator electromagnetic torque. The performance was assessed through the use
of the power matrix and a set of performance indicators. These performance indicators were defined to
allow a simple comparison between different wave energy concepts. The results confirm the applicability
of the designed buoys for a next generation of oceanographic monitoring systems.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The overall demand for energy and associated services to meet
social and economic development has become one of the most
challenging problems of the global economy. The increase in the
penetration of renewable energy in the energymix has driven great
efforts of R&D in the last decades, especially in the European Union
(EU) [1,2], which has set up ambitious goals for the coming years.

The European Commission has established a series of initiatives
based on the Marine Strategy Framework Directive for promoting
the marine knowledge and seabed mapping. It has been estimated
that high-quality marine data widely available in the EU would
improve productivity by over V1 billion per year [3]. This sets ur-
gent areas of development for better and long-lasting ocean
observing systems. Reducing the costs for data acquisition is
therefore a key priority in the EU. In this context, it is fundamental
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to develop cost-effective and multi-functional platforms, including
sensors, to perform long-term monitoring and provide reliable in
situmeasurements of key parameters. The solution to this problem
must take advantage of a new generation of technologies involving
several domains of knowledge, such as: energy conversion and
storage; data acquisition, pre-processing, storage and transmission;
miniaturisation; communication; disposable non-pollutant tech-
nologies and standardisation.

The current capabilities of monitoring buoys are still quite
limited by their energy source. That is, the existing sensor buoy
power systems often include photovoltaic panels and batteries
whose lifetime and power output are insufficient for modern ap-
plications [4]. Some sensor buoys are even designed to sink after
exceeding the battery life because recharging is impractical or too
costly, thus contributing to environmental and economical impacts
[5].

The marine economy is driving ambitious projects for data-
acquisition systems, which may involve sea-charging floating sta-
tions for autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [6] and long-
term deep ocean autonomous scientific observation systems [7].
Harnessing ocean wave energy with a reliable and self-sufficient
system is an appealing concept for the electricity supply of on-
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Nomenclature

Romans
a generator control law constant (19)
Aij state matrix of the radiation Rij state-space

representation (6) [s�1]
A∞
ij limiting value at infinite frequency of the added mass

of body i as affected by body j motion [kg]
Au wave amplitude (3) [m]
b generator control law exponent (19)
bij input matrix of the radiation Rij state-space

representation (6) [m�1]
cij output matrix of the radiation Rij state-space

representation (6) [N]
d1 buoys outer diameter, see Figs. 7 and 11 [m]
d2 buoys inner diameter, see Figs. 7 and 11 [m]
d turbine rotor diameter [m]
Eabs annual absorbed energy [kWh]
Fdi excitation force on body i (3) [N]
g acceleration of gravity [m/s2]
h vertical length, see Figs. 7 and 11 [m]
Hs significant wave height [m]
I turbine/generator set moment of inertia [kg m2]
mi mass of body i [kg]
_mturb turbine mass flow rate [kg/s]
p absolute air chamber pressure [Pa]
p* dimensionless relative pressure (2) [�]
Pabs absorbed power [W]
pat absolute atmospheric pressure [Pa]
Pelect electrical power (21) [W]
Pemgen generator electromagnetic power (20) [W]

Poptgen optimal generator power (19) [W]
Pratedgen generator rated power [W]
Pturb turbine aerodynamic power (13) [W]
Qturb turbine volumetric flow rate [m3/s]
Rij radiation damping forces on body i due to body j (6) [N]
S1 floater water plane area [m2]
S2 OWC water plane area [m2]
t time [s]
tyear annual operational time [h]
Te energy period [s]
Tem
gen generator electromagnetic torque (23) [N m]

Tturb turbine aerodynamic torque (17) [N m]
V0 volume of air inside the chamber in calm water [m3]
Vc instantaneous air chamber volume [m3]
vi velocity of body i [m/s]
x system state (24)
xi vertical position body i [m]

X1 Fast Fourier Transform of x1 [m s]
yij radiation state Rij (5) [�]

Greek symbols
b constant (10) [�]
g specific heat ratio of air, Cp/Cv [�]
Gi excitation force of body i per unit wave height [N/m]
Dt time interval used to discretize the ODE system (24) [s]
hturb turbine efficiency (14) [�]
hgen generator efficiency, Fig. 6b unit wave amplitude (3)

[�]
k polytropic exponent (18) [�]
Lgen generator load (22) [�]
P turbine dimensionless power (13) [�]
Pd displacement per unit of significant wave height (33)

[�]
PEV annual absorbed energy per unit of submerged volume

(32) [kWh/m3]
PF absorbed power per unit of linear velocity of the PTO

(29) [N]
9 air density [kg/m3]
9at air density at atmospheric conditions [kg/m3]
9in stagnation air density at turbine inlet (15) [kg/m3]
9w water density [kg/m3]
F turbine dimensionless flow rate (12) [�]
fi phase of body i response (3) [rad]
J turbine dimensionless pressure head (11) [�]
u wave frequency (3) [rad/s]
U turbine/generator set rotational speed [rad/s]

Superscripts
* dimensionless quantity
em electromagnetic quantity
opt optimal value
rated rated quantity
rms root-mean-square
T transpose operator

Subscripts
1 buoy, denoted as body 1 in (1)
2 weightless rigid piston, denoted as body 2 in (1)
at atmospheric quantity
c chamber
elect electrical quantity
gen generator quantity
in turbine inlet conditions
max maximum value
n sea state
turb turbine quantity
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board sensors. In particular, the recent development of self-
powered buoys equipped with data acquisition sensors suggests a
novel way to usemoored buoys to extract energy fromwaves, while
providing continuous real-time data measurements for ocean
monitoring. The MBARI's Wave-Power Buoy is one of the pro-
totypes designed to fulfil such roles [8,9].

The concept of harvesting wave energy for powering small
buoys is not new. Yoshio Masuda (1925e2009) was the first to
develop navigation buoys powered bywave energy [10]. The device
is basically a floater rigidly pierced by a vertical tube, see Fig.1a. The
upper part, above the water line, forms an air chamber open to the
atmosphere through a duct where an air turbine is installed. Wave
action alternately compresses and decompresses the trapped air
which forces air to flow through the turbine [11]. Masuda's systems
were later known as floating oscillating-water-column devices
(OWCs). The original Masuda's buoys used conventional unidirec-
tional turbines instead of self-rectifying (bidirectional) air turbines.
This required rectifying valves which affected the energy conver-
sion efficiency (see Fig. 1b). Due to their inherent simplicity and
reliability, more than one thousand of these navigation buoys were
deployed in Japan, China and USA [10,12]. Remarkably, several of
these buoys were fully operational for more than three decades.



Fig. 1. a) Yoshio Masuda's navigation buoy based on the OWC principle. b) Detail of the
turbine and the rectifying valves of the PTO system under exhalation conditions.
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Fig. 2 shows three basic types of OWC wave energy converters
(WECs). The first one, see Fig. 2a, is of a fixed type and is suitable to
be incorporated in traditional breakwaters, generally of reinforced
concrete structure type, such as the breakwater of Mutriku port
[13], in the Basque country. Remarkably, one of the first fixed OWC
was installed in 1999 at the island of Pico, in the Azores archipelago,
is still operational [14]. A variant of this WEC is the U-shaped OWC
geometry proposed by Bocotti [15] which consists of an additional
vertical duct at the wave-beaten side, see wall represented by a
broken line in Fig. 2a; a large number of these devices are being
installed at a breakwater under construction at the port of Civ-
itavecchia, Italy [16]. The second type is a spar-buoy OWC, an
optimised version of Masuda's buoy, see Fig. 2b. The third type has
been named coaxial-duct OWC and was originally proposed by
Takahashi Takashi [17] in 1980, see Fig. 2c. This axisymmetric
floating device is formed by two coaxial tubes. The inner tube is
partially submerged, connected at the upper part to the atmo-
sphere through an air turbine and at the bottom part to the water
duct formed by the coaxial tubes. A recent review about the OWC
technology and air turbines can be found in Ref. [18].
Fig. 2. a) Cross section of a fixed OWC converter. b) Cross section view of the oceanogra
The power take-off (PTO) systems of OWCs are generally
equipped with self-rectifying air turbines. In this configuration the
only moving part of a floating OWC WEC is the rotor of an air tur-
bine directly driving a conventional electrical generator [19]. The
axial-flow Wells turbine, invented in the mid-1970s, is the best
known self-rectifying turbine, Fig. 3a. It is characterized by its
mechanical simplicity and by limitations in its aerodynamic effi-
ciency [20]. The more recent biradial impulse turbine, that is
adopted in this study, is a more efficient self-rectifying turbine that
overcomes some of the limitations of the Wells turbine [11,21,22].

The OWC-based WECs have been extensively studied for large
scale wave resource exploitation and some prototypes were
deployed into the ocean [23,24]. However, the new OWC WECs for
oceanographic applications have specific design constraints since a
simple geometric scaling results in a low efficiency device that fails
to achieve the desirable resonance conditions in ocean waves.

One of the main characteristics of wave energy is its intermit-
tency. Monitoring buoys based on this type of energy supply will
require complementary power sources such as photovoltaic panels
[25] and or novel systems based on thermoelectric materials
[26,27]. Nevertheless, the intermittency of these energy sources
will require battery storage to complement and smoothen the po-
wer supply required by the monitoring instrumentation. The
integration of these sub-systems in a monitoring buoy is out of the
scope of this paper.

The present paper is focused on the detailed design of two OWC
sensor buoys for oceanographic applications, namely the hydro-
dynamic optimisation of the buoy and the PTO sizing and selection.
The performance assessment was carried out considering the wave
climate characteristic of the western coast of Portugal. The pro-
posed methodology can also be used for OWC devices aiming for
large scale wave energy exploitation.

The contributions of the present work are:

� an improved numerical model of the air chamber pressure
considering a polytropic expansion/compression based on the
instantaneous turbine efficiency;

� evaluation of the combined efficiencies of the turbine and the
generator in the electrical power output;
phic spar-buoy OWC. c) Cross section view of the oceanographic coaxial-duct OWC.



Fig. 3. a) The Wells turbine and b) the biradial turbine.
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� a systematic representation of the life-cycle of a wave energy
project;

� a detailed design methodology for oscillating water column
wave energy converters with an application to two wave-
powered oceanographic sensor buoys;

� a simple and effective methodology for the optimal choice of the
turbine/generator set including the generator control law;

� definition of three new performance indicators to complement
the set proposed by Babarit et al. [28].

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a
general overview of a wave energy project. Section 3 describes the
numerical model of two different floating OWC technologies. The
design process and the definition of performance indicators used to
compare the devices are presented in Section 4. Results are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Overview of a wave energy project

The project development process of a wave energy system may
be outlined, in general, as in Fig. 4. Iterative loops and complex
interdependencies have been neglected for ease of reading. The
process might be split into two main sub-processes: design and
implementation.

The overall design process comprises three phases:

� A preliminary design that starts with the definition ofWEC and
PTO concept(s), definition of the numerical model(s), site data
gathering and analysis up to the validation of the model(s). The
preliminary design should include a performance assessment to
determine if the basic conceptionmight be of interest for further
development. The evaluation is done based on previously
defined requirements.

� A detailed design accomplished by an optimisation phase fol-
lowed by a performance assessment. The optimal hydrodynamic
shape of the device should maximize the time-averaged energy
absorption under realistic system constraints. The PTO system is
also to be designed at this phase as well as the control strategy
and all related parameters.

� Model testing at small, medium and/or large scale to evaluate
the performance of the wave energy concept and tune the sys-
tem components to achieve maximum efficiency and reliability.

It is important to remark that the detailed design and model
testing is a time-consuming and expensive iterative process to-
wards a successful commercial product.

During these phases, there must be a design process assessment
that involves key performance indicators to evaluate the design(s)
from different perspectives, in order to aid in the decision-making
process of selecting options and deciding to undertake further and
more expensive stages of development. It is obvious that not all
technologies will follow all these sub-processes, if they are not
expected to fulfil all the requirements. In such a situation, they can
be discarded at any time, which probably will open the door to a
new series of technological solutions. This is the reason why it is
important to assess the design options at different levels and
phases. The assessment should involve different perspectives to get
a complete picture of the potential feasibility of a wave energy
project.

The implementation process involves the construction,
deployment, operation&maintenance, and final dismantling when
the life time of the project comes to its end. It follows the traditional
decomposition in sub-processes as commonly performed in most
project developments, see for example [29]. All these sub-processes
should be followed by constant monitoring and control, as nor-
mally it is done in any other project development and organiza-
tional processes. The implementation process is out of the scope of
the present paper.

The proposed project development process is general and can be
applied to different kinds of wave energy conversion technologies.
It was not restricted to any specific wave energy converter or PTO
system. The design process consists of a series of sub-processes,
activities or tasks that are common to the development of wave
energy technologies. Some advancements have been done sepa-
rately and in various ways by wave energy developers, such as
those found in Refs. [19,30e34].

To the authors knowledge, no overall procedure for the devel-
opment of a wave energy project can be found in the literature. In
Refs. [30], a methodology is presented for optimizing the SEAREV
WEC in terms of hydrodynamic, mechanical, electrical and control
interdependencies. Gomes et al. [19], presented a methodology for
optimizing a large size spar-buoy OWC, which has been used in this
work as part of the overall process. Furthermore, [31] focuses on the
development and validation of a numerical model for the WaveR-
oller, reflecting the early stages of the design of a WEC. Regarding
the Pelamis, which was one of the few technologies that reached an
advanced stage of development and testing, [32] describes the path
used without establishing a real methodology for the life-cycle of a
project. In Ref. [33], a feasibility analysis study is presented for the
Pelamis, using real data, as well as an assessment based on
economical performance indicators. Results for an open-sea pro-
totype testing of the WaveDragon WEC at 1:5 scale can be found in
Ref. [34].

All these cases exemplify practices undertaken in different WEC
but are just a part of the global process. Experiences and best
practices have been integrated as a whole and systematized in the
presented process for the life-cycle of wave energy projects. In
general, it has been observed that information and knowledge have
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been presented dispersed and without integration. There is evi-
dence that developers have done something based on the degree of
the technology development level of their systems, but not global
overviews have been reported in a systematic and comprehensive
way.

Wave energy is still at an early stage of development and there is
no direct experience of implementing real commercial projects.
Technological readiness levels (TRLs) are used to describe the state
of development of engineering projects [36]. Weber [35] proposed
a complementarymetric of technological performance levels (TPLs)
that aims to characterize the technical and economic performance
of WECs. The representation of TRL and TPL in a two-dimensional
matrix allows to evaluate and compare the development paths of
different technologies, and highlights the need to design strategies
to follow paths with higher TPLs at lower TRLs [35], see Fig. 5.

The design and implementation process described in the pre-
sent work can be applied to any path followed by a WEC project
along the TRL-TPL-matrix. The spar-buoy OWC and the biradial
turbine have been experimentally tested and validated at different
scales [37e40]. Therefore, the spar-buoy OWC is in TRL-4 and TPL-5
considering the niche market of self-powered sensor buoys. The
coaxial-ducted OWC is in a much lower development stage, about
TRL-2 and TPL-2, see Fig. 5.

3. Numerical modelling

3.1. Spar-buoy OWC model

The oceanographic spar-buoy OWCwasmodelled as a two-body
system. The coupling between the two bodies is due to PTO forces
and to the forces associated to the diffracted and radiated wave
fields. The numerical model was based on linear wave theory,
coupled with a fully non-linear compressibility formulation for the
air in the pneumatic chamber. This, in conjunction with the non-
linear flow rate versus pressure drop characteristic of the biradial
turbine, resulted in a non-linear system, and so a time-domain



Fig. 5. The TRL and TPL of the spar-buoy OWC and the coaxial-duct OWC for ocean-
ographic monitoring applications (Adapted from Ref. [35]).
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approach was needed. The non-dimensional performance curves of
the biradial turbine were obtained from model testing [37].

The spar-buoy (floater and tail tube) was named here as body 1,
see Fig. 2b. The air-water interface was modelled as an imaginary
weightless rigid piston denoted as body 2. In the present case, the
weightless rigid piston should be a good approximation since the
OWC diameter is much smaller than the wave length.

Let xi be the coordinates of body i for the heave motion, with
xi¼ 0 at equilibrium position and the xi-axes pointing upwards. The
equations of motion for the two-body system are [38].

m1 þ A∞
11

� �
x€1 þ 9wgS1 x1 þ A∞

12 x€2 � pat S2 p�

¼ Fd;1 � R11 � R12; (1a)
Fig. 6. a) Dimensionless flow rate, F, dimensionless power coefficient, P, and efficiency, h, a
numerical simulations, based on [37]. b) Generator efficiency curve taken from Ref. [51].
m2 þ A∞
22

� �
x€2 þ 9wgS2 x2 þ A∞

21 x€1 þ pat S2 p� ¼ Fd;2 � R22 � R21:

(1b)

Here, the dots denote time derivatives, g is the acceleration of
gravity, 9w is water density, Si is the annular cross sectional area of
body i, mi is the mass of body i, A∞

ij represents the limiting value at
infinite frequency of the added mass of body i as affected by the
motion of body j. The dimensionless relative pressure oscillation
inside the chamber is defined as

p� ¼ p
pat

� 1; (2)

where pat is the atmospheric pressure, and p is the instantaneous
pressure inside the air chamber.

Since we were assuming linear water wave theory, the resulting
diffraction force was obtained as a superposition of N angular fre-
quency components, um,

Fd;i ¼
XN
m¼1

GiðumÞ Amcos
�
umt þ fi;m þ fr

�
; (3)

where G(um) is the excitation force coefficient, Am is the frequency-
dependent wave amplitude, fi, m is the phase response of body i at
the angular frequencyum and fr is a random phase; see Refs. [41,42]
for details.

The radiation force was defined as A∞
11x

€
1 þ Rij where

Rij ¼
Zt

0

Kijðt � sÞ _xjðsÞ ds: (4)

The added masses, A∞
ij , the excitation force coefficients, Gi, the

phase responses, fi, and the kernel Kij were computed using the
WAMIT software package [43]. This software uses a Boundary In-
tegral Equation Method to compute this coefficients as function os
the wave frequency, as described in Refs. [43,44].

The convolution integrals appearing in Rij were approximated
by a linear state-space model obtained with a system identification
procedure [45].

_yij ¼ Aijyij þ bij _xj; (5)
s functions of the dimensionless pressure head, J, for the biradial turbine used in the
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Rij ¼ cTijyij; (6)

where yij2ℝp�1 are auxiliary variables used in the computation of
Rij. The matrices Aij2ℝp�p, bij2ℝp and cij2ℝp were obtained using
a Matlab toolbox for parametric identification of radiation-force
models of ships and offshore structures, see Ref. [46]. Here, the
same degree of approximation p for all the radiation terms were
used.

3.2. Air chamber model

The pressure in the air chamber is related to the mass flow rate
of air through the turbine, _mturb, (positive for outward flow) which
is given by

� _mturb ¼ 9 _Vc þ Vc _9; (7)

where 9 is the air density, Vc¼ V þ S2(x1�x2) is the instantaneous
volume of air inside the chamber and V0 is the volume at hydro-
static conditions. Assuming that air behaves as a perfect gas, the
compression/expansion of the air in the chamber wasmodelled as a
polytropic process

p
9k

¼ pat
9kat

; (8)

where k is the polytropic index related to the turbine efficiency, see
Section 3.3. Equations (7) and (8) yield

_p� ¼ �kðp� þ 1Þ
_Vc

Vc
� kðp� þ 1Þb _mturb

9atVc
; (9)

with

b ¼ k� 1
k

; (10)

see also [38,47,48].

3.3. The turbine/generator set model

The performance characteristics of the turbine are usually pre-
sented in dimensionless form, where

J ¼ pat p�

9in U2 d2
; (11)

F ¼ _mturb

9in U d3
; (12)

P ¼ Pturb
9in U3 d5

; (13)

hturb ¼ P
FJ

; (14)

are the dimensionless pressure head, the dimensionless flow rate,
the dimensionless power coefficient and turbine efficiency, see
Refs. [49,50]. In Eqs. (11)e(13), U is the turbine rotational speed (in
radians per unit time) and d is the turbine rotor diameter. The
reference density 9in is defined in stagnation conditions at the
turbine entrance. Consequently, reference density is function of the
pressure difference between the air chamber and the atmosphere
and was computed as
9in ¼ 9at maxð p� þ 1; 1 Þ1=k: (15)

Neglecting the effects of the variations in Reynolds number
(since the Reynolds number is in general large enough for that) and
Mach number (see Refs. [49,50]), the dimensionless variables F, P
and hturb can be plotted as simple curves as function ofJ, as shown
in Fig. 6.

The dynamics of the turbine/generator set was described by

I _U ¼ Tturb � Temgen; (16)

where Tturb and Tem
gen are the instantaneous turbine aerodynamic

torque and the instantaneous generator electromagnetic torque,
the latter being imposed by the rotational speed control law. The
turbine aerodynamic torque was computed from Equations. (13)
and (14)

Tturb ¼ 9in U2d5 hturbFJ: (17)

The polytropic exponent k was related to the turbine polytropic
efficiency (or small-stage efficiency) by (see Ref. [49])

k ¼ 1

1� g�1
g hturb

; (18)

where g ¼ 1.4 is the specific heat ratio for air. For outflow condi-
tions, p*>0, 9in ¼ 9 and the values of hturb, J, and k are determined
iteratively since they form a non-linear system of equations.
3.4. The generator control law

The air turbine type and size, the control of the turbine rota-
tional speed and the rated power of the electrical equipment
strongly affect the power performance of the device [52,53]. In Refs.
[53], different self-rectifying biradial turbine rotor diameters were
simulated considering a set of sea states. In none of the cases the tip
speed exceeded 120 m/s, which was considered by the authors
acceptable in terms of Mach number and centrifugal stresses.

The PTO system for the oceanographic buoys under analysis
consists of a biradial turbine and a generator. Eq. (13) shows that
the turbine output power should be proportional to U3 if the time-
averaged turbine aerodynamic efficiency is to be maximized. In
practice, if the coupling between the turbine aerodynamics and the
spar-buoy OWC hydrodynamics is taken into account, we can use a
relation of the type [54].

Poptgen ¼ a Ub: (19)

In a previous study [54], it was found that exponent b should be
about 3, for maximum overall (OWC plus turbine) time-averaged
efficiency, i.e., if the power output of the turbine is to be maxi-
mized. Furthermore, in the same study, it was found that the
optimal time averaged turbine power versus rotational speed for
each sea state follows approximately a straight line in a log-log
scale.

To avoid overpowering the generator, it was adopted the
following control law

Pemgen ¼ min
�
Poptgen; P

rated
gen

�
; (20)

where Pratedgen is the rated (maximum allowed) power of the
generator.

The generator electrical power output was estimated using
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Pelect ¼ hgen
�
Lgen

�
Pemgen; (21)

where the generator efficiency hgen has been taken from Refs. [51],
see Fig. 6b, as function of the load

Lgen ¼ Pemgen
Pratedgen

: (22)

Therefore, the instantaneous generator electromagnetic torque
follows the relation

Temgen ¼ Pemgen U�1: (23)

Turbine runaway speed, as a result from zero generator torque
due to electrical failure, is discussed in Section 5.
3.5. Global system of ODEs

The spar-buoy OWC was modelled by a system of first-order
differential equations

_z ¼ Fðt; zÞ: (24)

The state vector was defined by

z¼
�
v1 v2 x1 x2 p� U Pturb Pelect yT11 yT12 yT21 yT22

�T
;

(25)

where Pturb and Pelect are the time-averaged turbine and electrical
power outputs. Using (25), the right-hand side of (24) becomes

Fðt; zÞ ¼

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

M�
2F 1 � A�

12F 2

M�
1F 2 � A�

21F 1

v1

v2

�kðp� þ 1Þ
_Vc

Vc
� kðp� þ 1Þb _mturb

9atVc

I�1
�
Tturb � Temgen

�

Pturb T�1
f

Pelect T
�1
f

A11y11 þ b11v1

A12y12 þ b12v2

A21y21 þ b21v1

A22y22 þ b22v2

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

; (26)

where _x1 ¼ v1, _x2 ¼ v2, D ¼ ðm1m2 � A∞
12A

∞
21Þ�1,

M�
i ¼ D ðmi þ A∞

ii Þ, A�
ij ¼ D A∞

ij , and

F 1 ¼ �9wgS1 x1 þ S2 pat p� þ Fd1 � cT11y11 � cT12y12; (27a)

F 2 ¼ �9wgS2 z2 � S2 pat p� þ Fd2 � cT21y21 � cT22y22: (27b)

A Runge-Kutta forth-order time integration was used to solve
(24) with the initial conditions

z0 ¼ �
0 0 0 0 0 U0 0 0 0p 0p 0p 0p

�T
; (28)

where 0p denotes a row vector of zeros with dimension p. All the
numerical results were obtained considering an integration period
of 1 h and with a time step of 0.1 s.

3.6. Coaxial-duct OWC model

The coaxial-duct OWC device is depicted in Fig. 2c. This system
was modelled as a two-body system like the spar-buoy OWC. The
PTO system is also a biradial air turbine that is driven by the
pressure difference between the air chamber and the atmosphere.
The same mathematical approach and numerical tools were used.

4. Detailed design

4.1. Optimisation phase

The optimisation phase of OWC WECs was divided into two
parts: hydrodynamic optimisation of the buoys and PTO selection
and sizing. For design purposes there is a fundamental difference
between the sizing of the turbine and the generator. Only off-the-
shelf electrical generators were considered due to the high avail-
ability of these components. This is not the case of air turbines,
since they must be manufactured for this specific application. The
overall methodology can be summarized as follows.

� Hydrodynamic optimisation
� Optimize the buoy geometry using a stochastic hydrodynamic
approach based on a frequency domain analysis in which a
linear flow-rate-versus-pressure-head characteristic is
assumed for the turbine. Full details of this design can be
found in Ref. [19].

� PTO sizing and selection
� Define a discrete set of turbine diameters denoted as D .
� For each d2D , compute the time-averaged turbine output
power, Pturb, as function of rotational speed, U, for each sea
state, n, of the deployment site, see Table 1. A constant rota-
tional speed model, I _U ¼ 0, is assumed over the time-
averaged integration.

� For each d2D , compute the set of rotational speeds, Uopt,n,
that maximize the time-averaged turbine power output, Pturb,
for each sea state, n, of the deployment site.

� For each d2D , compute the constants a and b of (19) that best
fit the set of rotational speeds Uopt,n, see Refs. [53,54] for
further details.

� From a set of commercially available generators, select the one
that better matches the time-averaged power output and the
typical rotational speed of the turbine for the wave climate of
the deployment site.

� Check if the generator is able to withstand the turbine
runaway speed in case of failure of the electrical components
resulting in zero electromagnetic torque, Tem

gen ¼ 0. Typically,
this specification may require simple modifications to the
shaft and bearings of the standard generator.

In this design process the effect of the turbine/generator inertia
was not considered. As will be shown, the inertia has negligible
effect on the buoys' performance within the range of practical in-
terest. If required, the analysis of the effect of the inertia on the
system performance is straightforward to implement in the pre-
sented methodology.

4.2. Design performance assessment phase

The assessment of renewable energy technologies is in general a
multi-criteria decision-making process, which involves various
dimensions associated to sustainability issues and human activities



Table 1
Characteristic wave climate off the western coast of Portugal. Each sea state, n, of the
wave climate is defined by the significant wave height, Hs, energy period, Te, and
probability of occurrence, Po [19].

n Hs [m] Te [s] Po [%]

1 1.10 5.49 7.04
2 1.18 6.50 12.35
3 1.23 7.75 8.17
4 1.88 6.33 11.57
5 1.96 7.97 20.66
6 2.07 9.75 8.61
7 2.14 11.58 0.59
8 3.06 8.03 9.41
9 3.18 9.93 10.07
10 3.29 11.80 2.57
11 4.75 9.84 4.72
12 4.91 12.03 2.81
13 6.99 11.69 1.01
14 8.17 13.91 0.39
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[55]. In this sense, these dimensions can be classified as technical,
economical, environmental and social.

On the one hand, the technical dimension criterion evaluates
the energy production capacity, the technological maturity, reli-
ability and safety, whereas the economical dimension deals with
the investment costs, operation and maintenance (O&M) costs,
service life and the payback period. On the other hand, the envi-
ronmental dimension criterion assesses the impact on ecosystems.
In general, a distinction is made regarding the emissions of CO2
which are an important measure when dealing with energy sys-
tems. The social dimension evaluates the benefits and acceptability
[55].

Unlike in the wind energy industry, a wide variety of technol-
ogies are available for wave energy conversion, without any clear
winner or preferred technology among the developers [23].
Currently, there is nowidely accepted set of performance indicators
Fig. 7. a) Variables used in the spar-buoy OWC optimisation, from Ref.
to compare different WECs, apart from the mean power output or
annual absorbed energy. Usually, the best way to compare different
designs is to compute the scatter diagrams of turbine power output
and/or electrical power output. This approach makes it difficult to
get a fair comparison amongWECs technologies and, even more, to
select the proper one for a certain application.

The social and environmental impacts should be no less
important in the assessment of WEC technologies. However, in the
cases analysed here, there are no significant differences in this
respect between the two proposed technologies. Consequently,
these impacts will not be considered in this work. Furthermore,
from the technical and economical perspectives, the technological
maturity, safety, reliability, service life and O&M costs are very
similar for the twoWEC technologies presented. Based on this, only
indicators associated to the energy production capacity and in-
vestment costs will be assessed.

A recent study by Babarit et al. [28] presented a set of perfor-
mance measures that can be related to costs and energy produc-
tion. In that study, fifteen different WEC devices for large power
production were compared. Here, a similar procedure was used to
perform a comparison between the WECs studied for oceano-
graphic applications.

The power output is an important parameter to estimate the
average cost of energy (V/kWh) in the case of large-scale energy
production [28]. This indicator is estimated as the summation of
the power output in each characteristic sea state times its proba-
bility of occurrence, and represents a decisive factor for running or
not a project. The cost estimation at an early stage of development
of WECs is an unreliable task and out of the scope of this work.
There are currently a lot of uncertainties regarding the evolution of
fabrication, installation, O&M and decommissioning costs. It is
expected, as expressed in Refs. [28], that the performance in-
dicators are good cost estimators.

In the present work, three new performance indicators are
proposed to complement the initial set described by Babarit et al.
[19]. b) Three-dimensional view of the optimised spar-buoy OWC.
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[28]. These performance indicators are directly related to system
costs and also to system dynamics.

In general, it can be said that, for the same power output, the
higher the velocity the lower the size and costs associated to the
PTO. This is due to the fact that, for the same power output, the
forces are inversely proportional to velocities. Furthermore, a
structure designed to withstand lower levels of stresses, especially
compressive, is expected to have smaller mass and lower cost. If the
loads are cyclic, fatigue will aggravate the problems.

A performance indicator to assess the typical mean force on a
WEC can be defined as

PF ¼ Pabs
vPTO

; (29)

where Pabs is the absorbed power by the PTO and vPTO represents a
typical velocity associated with the component of the PTO system
with slowest motion. At an early stage of development it is unlikely
to have a preliminary mechanical design of the WEC structure and,
probably, this is the best indicator of the future relative costs of the
PTO.

In the case of a turbine

Pabs ¼ Pturb; (30)

and

vPTO¼
U d
2

; (31)

from which it may be concluded that air turbines are subjected to
lower forces than hydraulic systems, typically 100 times smaller,
representing an advantage especially in terms of reliability. From
the control perspective, hydraulic systems present more problems
for optimizing the mean power output and also to control the
excess of available energy in highly energetic sea states. These
factors should be considered when assessing different types of
wave energy technologies.

A performance indicator related to the annual absorbed energy
per unit volume,

PEV ¼ Eabs
V WEC

; (32)

can give an indirect indication of the expected relative cost of en-
ergy. Here Eabs ¼ Pabs tyear is the yearly absorbed energy, tyear is the
operational time considered in one year and VWEC is the submerged
volume of the WEC. In a preliminary stage, where the mechanical
design has not yet been performed, an effective cost indicator based
on the submerged volume should be more reliable than a perfor-
mance indicator based on the weight of the most expensive
structural material used in the system.

For sinusoidal waves, the relation between the amplitude, A, and
its root-mean-square (rms) is simply A ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
Arms. A performance

indicator for the relative averaged vertical buoy displacement can
be defined by

Pd ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
Xrms
1

Hs
: (33)

where

Xrms
1 ¼ 1

N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X1$X1

p
: (34)

Here X1 is the resultant vector of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the vector storing the last N time-steps of the buoy
displacement x1.

The performance indicator (33) is directly related to dynamic
stresses to which the WEC structure and the moorings are sub-
jected. In the case of OWC buoys for monitoring applications, the
vertical oscillations may affect the accuracy of the data acquired by
installed sensors. As a result, this effect can limit the choice of the
buoy type for specific applications where the displacement is a
constraint.

Another important remark is that all devices considered here
are floating ones. If deployed at the same water depth, the mooring
lines systems should have similar lengths and costs. Consequently,
they have not been included in the analysis.

The performance indicators are used to compare devices after a
detailed numerical simulation of each system. It is expected that
any of the wave energy technologies that embarks in the way of
commercialisation will be subject to a learning process, which
would be translated into a reduction of costs. This evolution of costs
can be represented through learning curves, as it has been done for
other renewable energy technologies, e.g. photovoltaics and wind
energy. However, at the current stages, it is considered sufficient,
for the purpose of this study, to deal with the current picture of the
technologies evaluated, all of them well inside the development
process towards the demonstration at full scale.
5. Results

All the numerical results report to an Atlantic deployment site
off the western coast of Portugal, characterized by a set of 14 sea-
states as described in Table 1 [19].
5.1. Optimisation of the spar-buoy OWC

The spar-buoy OWC geometry is described in Fig. 7 a. For the
hydrodynamic optimisation, the diameter, d1, was set to 2.5 m; the
draft was lturb¼ 7.5 m; the angles a1 and a2 were set to 30� and 45�,
respectively. The optimisation considered the diameters d2 and d3,
and the lengths h2 and h3 as design variables. The optimised buoy is
depicted in Fig. 7b. The submerged volume of the buoy is about
19.7 m3.

The optimal turbine rotor diameter was selected according to
the methodology presented in Section 4. In this procedure, the
rotational speed was assumed not to be constrained by such factors
as centrifugal stresses, occurrence of transonic flow or electrical
generator limitations. The turbine power output for each sea state
of the wave climate is plotted in Fig. 8, as function of the rotational
speed, for two rotor diameters, d¼ 0.20m and d¼ 0.25 m. From the
plotted data, the turbine rotor diameter of d¼ 0.25 mwas selected.
The primary reason for the choice was the typical rotational speed,
around 3000 rpm, and a turbine runaway speed less than
11000 rpm for the studied sea states, see Fig. 8b. The operating
rotational speed of the turbine, around 3000 rpm, allows the use of
a standard electrical generator with a slightly larger shaft diameter
and more robust bearings.

The parameters a and b of (19) were determined by an expo-
nential least-square fitting of maximum turbine power output for
each sea state, n, as function of the rotational speed, Uopt,n. The
fitting curves are plotted in Fig. 8a and b, for the two selected rotor
diameters, d¼ 0.20m and d¼ 0.25m. Results in Fig. 8 show that the
maximum turbine power output for each sea state follows verywell
the exponential fitting curve.

Experimental tests reveal that the biradial turbine is charac-
terized by a dimensionless relationship between pressure head and
flow rate approximately given by Ref. [37].



Fig. 8. Spar-buoy OWC time-averaged turbine power output, Pturb, for each sea-state, n, of the considered wave climate, as function of the rotational speed, U, for turbine rotor
diameters: a) d¼ 0.20 m and b) d¼ 0.25 m. The dots are maximum power output for each spectrum, Uopt,n. The broken line is the exponential curve that interpolates the maximum
power output for each spectrum, Poptgen.
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J ¼ K F5=3; (35)

where K is a given constant, see Fig. 6a. By using (11) and (12) we
get

p� ¼ 9inK
pat

Q5=3
turb U1=3 d�3; (36)

where Qturb ¼ _mturb=9in is the volumetric flow rate. Since p*fd�3,
the spar-buoy OWC hydrodynamics and the turbine power output
are very sensitive to the turbine diameter, d, as can be found by
comparing Fig. 8a and b.

The sensitivity of the electrical power output to the generator
control law is depicted in Fig. 9. In this figure, there is a broad region
of values a and bwhere close to maximum electrical power output
can be achieved. From (36) we found that around the typical tur-
bine operating point of 3000 rpm a change of a few hundred rpm in
the rotational speed has a small effect on the buoys' hydrodynamic
performance since p*fU1/3. Consequently, the biradial turbine
presents a rather flat power output response, as function of the
rotational speed, close to the maximum power output value for
Fig. 9. Spar-buoy OWC annual-averaged electrical power output for the considered wave clim
two generator rated powers: a) Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W and b) Pratedgen ¼ 3000 W. The dots correspon
inertia I¼ 0.1 kg m2.
each sea state. The low sensitivity of the electrical power output to
the generator control law is an interesting feature of this PTO
system.

Fig.10 shows the effect of the turbine/generator set inertia in the
annual-averaged turbine and electrical generator power outputs.
As expected by the low sensitivity of the hydrodynamics to the
turbine rotational speed, turbine and the electrical generator power
outputs are not greatly affected by the inertia. The turbine power
output decreases when the inertia increases as the turbine rota-
tional speed is less sensitive to the variations in the instantaneous
pneumatic power. Conversely, the electrical power output increases
with the increase in inertia as the generator works with small
turbine power fluctuations and, in average, it works at a higher
load.
5.2. Optimisation of the coaxial-duct OWC

The coaxial-duct OWC was designed following the same meth-
odology used for the spar-buoy OWC. The optimisation comprises
the variables as described in Fig. 11a: the heights h1,…,d4 and the
diameter d3. The diameters d1 and d2 were fixed during the opti-
misation procedure. For comparison with the spar-buoy OWC, the
ate, Pelect, as function of the constants a and b of the generator control law, Eq. (21), for
d to the optimal turbine values a and b of (19). The computations were performed for



Fig. 10. Spar-buoy OWC annual-averaged turbine and electrical power outputs as
functions of the inertia, I, considering a turbine rotor diameter of d¼ 0.25 m and a
generator rated power of Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W.
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outer diameter d2 was also set to 2.5 m. The inner diameter d1 was
chosen to have equal cross-sectional areas for the inner duct and
outer annular duct, d1 ¼ d2=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. This condition guarantees equal

mean flow velocities in both ducts. A schematic representation of
the optimised geometry is shown in Fig. 11. An optimal draft of
8.8 m was obtained resulting in a submerged volume of 8.1 m3.

The parametric study of the air turbine rotor diameter is plotted
in Fig 12, considering two turbine rotor diameters: d¼ 0.20 m and
d¼ 0.25 m. From this plot, a turbine rotor diameter d¼ 0.25 mwas
selected. This is the smallest rotor diameter delivering an annual-
averaged turbine power output close to 300 W. In Fig. 12 the
exponential curve that fits the maximum turbine power output for
each sea state is also plotted, from which constants a and b were
computed for each rotor diameter.

Fig. 13 shows that the constants a and b can be used for the
Fig. 11. a) Variables used in the optimisation of the coaxial-duc
generator control law, as these point coordinates fall within the
maximum electrical power output range.

The effect of the turbine/generator set inertia is depicted in
Fig.14. As with the spar-buoy OWC, the inertia has aminor effect on
the electrical power conversion.
5.3. Comparison of the optimised buoys

The electrical power output follow, as expected, the pattern of
the turbine power output as function of the significant wave height,
Hs, and the energy period, Te, of the spectra, see Figs. 15 and 16.
Comparing the turbine and the generator power outputs it is clear
that the generator efficiency has a strong impact on the system
performance. As expected due to the small diameter of the buoys,
the maximum power extraction occurs for the lower energy pe-
riods and the higher significant wave heights. It should be noted
that these buoys do not operate in resonance conditions and,
consequently, their efficiency is significantly lower than that of
larger diameter buoys.

In terms of turbine and electrical output powers, the spar-buoy
OWC outperforms the coaxial-duct OWC. However, for certain ap-
plications where the large buoy motion amplitude of the spar-buoy
OWC may be inconvenient (possibly because of the installed sen-
sors), the coaxial-duct OWC may constitute a valuable alternative,
see Fig. 17.

All the depicted results in Figs. 15e17 should be considered as
qualitative for the larger values of Hs. Under these high-amplitude
motion conditions, the linear wave theory does not give accurate
results.

The performance measures are shown in Table 2 for the spar-
buoy OWC and the coaxial-duct OWC. For the two WECs, the
annual-averaged electrical power output, Pelect, complies with the
minimum required value of 300 W. The mean electrical power is
higher for the spar-buoy OWC, whichmeans that it is able to absorb
more energy for the considered characteristic diameter. The yearly
absorbed energy per unit volume PEV is 285 kWh/m3 for the spar-
t OWC b) Schematic representation of the optimised buoy.



Fig. 12. Coaxial-duct OWC time-averaged turbine power output, Pturb, for each sea-state, n, of the considered wave climate, as function of the rotational speed, U, for turbine rotor
diameters: a) d¼ 0.20 m and b) d¼ 0.25 m. The dots are maximum power output for each spectrum, Uopt,n. The broken line is the exponential curve that interpolates the maximum
power output for each spectrum, Poptgen.

Fig. 13. Coaxial-duct OWC annual-averaged electrical power output for considered wave climate, Pelect, as function of the constants a and b of the generator control law, Eq. (21), for
two generator rated powers: a) Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W and b) Pratedgen ¼ 3000 W. The dots correspond to the optimal turbine values a and b of (19). The computations were performed for
inertia I¼ 0.1 kg m2.

Fig. 14. Coaxial-duct OWC annual-averaged turbine and electrical power outputs as
functions of the inertia, I, considering a turbine rotor diameter d¼ 0.25 m and a
generator rated power of Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W.
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buoy OWC and 343 kWh/m3 for the coaxial-duct OWC, which in-
dicates that the spar-buoy OWC is estimated to be structurallymore
expensive than the coaxial-duct OWC.

In what concerns the mean absorbed energy per unit linear
velocity of the PTO, PF, the spar-buoy OWC presents the highest
value. It is expected that a higher PF results in a more expensive
PTO. It should be remarked that this performance indicator is more
suited to compare different devices with similar power outputs,
which is not the case of the spar-buoy OWC and the coaxial-duct
OWC. Comparing the two types of buoys in term of volume, the
coaxial-duct OWC should have a lower manufacturing cost. How-
ever, the consequences of the lower buoyancy of the coaxial-duct
OWC should be analysed with caution specially for storm
conditions.

In addition, the coaxial-duct OWC showed a displacement ratio
of 0.295, while it is 1.103 for the spar-buoy OWC. This means that
the expected displacements for the same wave climate can be 4
times higher for the spar-buoy OWC in comparison with the
coaxial-duct OWC. The required specifications (especially in terms
of allowed accelerations) of instruments to be installed on these
oceanographic buoys might dictate which of these buoys are
acceptable or not for the intended application.



Fig. 15. Turbine power output as function of Te and Hs for I¼ 0.1 kg m2 and Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W. a) spar-buoy OWC and b) coaxial-duct OWC.

Fig. 16. Generator electrical power output as function of Te and Hs for I¼ 0.1 kg m2 and Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W. a) spar-buoy OWC and b) coaxial-duct OWC.
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6. Conclusions

In the present paper, a systematic methodology is proposed for
the design of wave energy converters. The methodology was
splitted into two main processes: design and implementation. The
design process was divided into three sub-processes: preliminary
design, detailed design and model testing.

The detailed design of a spar-buoy OWC and a coaxial-ducted
OWC for oceanographic monitoring applications was the main
focus of the paper. This involved the buoy hydrodynamic optimi-
sation (geometry) and power take-off sizing and selection. The
Fig. 17. Averaged vertical buoy motion amplitude,
ffiffiffi
2

p
Xrms
1 , as function of Te and Hs fo
methodology proposed for optimal sizing and selection of the
turbine and the generator is simple and effective, and takes into
account the wave climate of the deployment site. Both components
of the power take-off system are tightly connected through a
simple and effective control law of the generator electromagnetic
torque. In the case of a biradial turbine, it is shown that the elec-
trical power output has low sensitivity to a change in the generator
control law parameters within a large region around the optimal
values.

The performance assessment of both designs consisted in the
computation of the scatter diagrams for the turbine power output,
r I¼ 0.1 kg m2 and Pratedgen ¼ 1500 W. a) spar-buoy OWC and b) coaxial-duct OWC.



Table 2
Performance indicators for the optimised devices.

Performance indicator Spar-buoy OWC Coaxial-duct OWC Units

Pelect 640 318 [W]
Pd 1.103 0.295 [�]
PEV 285 343 [kWh/m3]
PF 18.47 10.53 [N]
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electrical power output and root-mean-square of the buoy
displacement, as well as the evaluation of a set of performance
indicators. The performance indicators are well suited for broad
estimation and a simple comparison of the possible costs associ-
ated with the WECs, especially at an initial phase of development.
However, they should not be the only factors to be taken into ac-
count for assessing a wave energy technology. There are other
considerations like construction costs, installation, O&M, decom-
missioning and environmental impact that should be analysed to
make a complete and proper technology assessment.

The analysis carried out revealed that these self-powered sensor
buoys are able to provide the required annual-averaged power
output for the considered wave climate. The power absorption
capacity of these small diameter buoys is rather low in comparison
with the expected electrical power output of larger diameter buoys
designed for electrical grid supply. Indeed, the objective of this self-
powered sensor buoys is long-term monitoring of remote areas
with minimal maintenance.

The research confirmed that floating WECs based on the OWC
principle have a large potential and are attractive candidates for a
next generation of self-powered oceanographic buoys aiming at
long-term deployment.
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